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for their quality and relevance to current philosophical 
debate in relation to Kant’s work. In recent times Kant’s 
philosophy has influenced contemporary philosophers 
over a wide range of issues from epistemology, 
metaphysics and philosophy of science to moral and 
political philosophy, philosophy of religion, aesthetics 
and teleology.  In these, and other, sectors Kant’s views 
still generate debates about such issues as the character 
of a responsible metaphysics, epistemological 
scepticism, moral motivation, the foundations of 
politics, law and distributive justice both national and 
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these debates along with original accounts of Kant’s 
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North American Kant Society mary Gregor Lecture 2023
Free Will, Foreknowledge, and creation: Further explorations of Kant’s molinism
Wolfgang ertl

The effect of rousseau on Kant’s resolution of the Antinomy of Practical reason
Jeremiah Alberg

between ‘Indubitably certain’ and ‘Quite Detrimental’ to Philosophy: Kant on the 
Guise of the Good Thesis
vinicius Carvalho

The change of Heart, moral character and moral reform
Conrad Damstra

reflections of reason: Kant on Practical Judgement
Nicholas Dunn

Kantian circularity: maimon on causal Scepticism and the Status of the 
Hypothetical Judgement
emily Fitton

representation and reality in Kant’s Antinomy of Pure reason
Damian melamedoff-vosters

BooK RevieWs
Stefano bacin, Kant e l’autonomia della volontà. Una tesi filosofica e il suo contesto
(Stefano Lo Re)

Till Hoeppner, Urteil und Anschauung. Kants metaphysische Deduktion der Kategorien
(Dennis Schulting)

martin Welsch, Anfangsgründe der Volkssouveränität. Immanuel Kants 
Staatsrecht in der Metaphysik der Sitten
(Hauke Brunkhorst)
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